The RES Forum Introduces a Virtual Education Programme: RES Forum
Learning Lab
The RES Forum Learning Lab will equip HR professionals with the knowledge they
need to become leaders in global mobility.
The RES Forum, an independent community for international HR and mobility
professionals, has partnered with corporate training provider, Knowledge Anywhere,
to deliver a virtual education programme to its 1,300+ members.
The RES Forum’s new education programme, RES Forum Learning Lab, will arm
member organisations with the knowledge they need to manage international
assignments and solve global HR issues. Serving as a centralised learning platform
for all topics related to global mobility, RES Forum Learning Lab will give members
the opportunity to learn and obtain certification on topics including international
compensation and benefits, international HR and global mobility. The information
provided by RES Forum Learning Lab will be delivered through a cloud-based
software program that can be accessed from virtually any mobile device - allowing
member organisations and professionals to instantly retrieve the information they
need from any location or time zone.
“Professional enrichment and the pursuit of knowledge are central to the founding
mission of The RES Forum. With RES Forum Learning Lab, we can further our vision
of building an international knowledge network centred around the topics within
global mobility and deliver enhanced value to our members,” said The RES Forum
Partner, David Enser.
Chief Executive Officer of Knowledge Anywhere, Charlie Gillette, said: “With a
cloud-based training Learning Lab, The RES Forum will be able to extend its vast
knowledge in all things within global mobility to its diverse network of international
member organisations like it never has before. We are excited to have the
opportunity to work alongside The RES Forum as they continue to innovate and
provide thought leadership products and services in international HR.”
The first product, intended for entry level practitioners and supplier business
development professionals, will be launched in August 2017. This will be followed
up with a second product targeted at global mobility professionals to be launched in
December 2017.
About The RES Forum
Founded in 2006, The RES Forum has quickly become the leading international HR
and global mobility advisor to 1,300+ members within 670 companies in 38
countries. Prized for its sharing culture and its best-in-class technical partners, the
RES Forum is trusted by organisations like Coca-Cola, Citi Bank, GE, Google and
more to provide global mobility survey data, modelling and analytics.

About Knowledge Anywhere
Founded in 1998, Knowledge Anywhere is a corporate training provider specialising
in cloud-based learning management software, online curriculum development and
e-learning consulting for medium to large enterprises. Knowledge Anywhere has
helped organisations like Ford Motor Company, Siemens Healthineers and Microsoft
improve the consistency, accessibility and effectiveness of their corporate training
programs.
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